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Week of November 11 2014

New and Notes

Happy Veterans Day!

Jimmy Gurule will be testifying on Thursday, November 13, before the U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Financial Services. The hearing is titled: “The Islamic State and Terrorist Financing.” The hearing will examine the primary sources of funding for ISIS, and explore the independent and inter-agency efforts by the Treasury Department to address the problem. He will be submitting proposals to enhance the Treasury Department’s counter-terrorist financing efforts.

Jimmy Gurule was quoted in the Reuter article U.S. veterans sue banks, claim they should pay for Iraq attacks on November 10.

On November 2, Lloyd Mayer was a panelist on the WNIT show Politically Speaking: Citizens United Ruling. The episode topic was a conversation about the growing influence of special interest money in political campaigns. Watch video

The College of Arts and Science Constitutional Studies Minor Program Invites all to their Professors for Lunch Event

Critiquing the Core: What is the Ideal Core Curriculum?

With Panelists:
David O’Connor, Associate Professor of Philosophy, Joe Powers, Professor, Chair, and Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, Sue Collins, Associate Professor of Political Science on Friday, November 14 at Noon in the Oak Room (2nd Fl. of South Dining Hall). Open to the ND Community. Lunch is Provided for those without meal cards.

Sponsored by the Potenziani Minor in Constitutional Studies and the Office of Research
Faculty and Staff Mass
The Mass is being offered for living and deceased family members on Thursday, Nov. 13; 10 a.m. in the Log Chapel. Staff Chaplain Rev. Jim Bracke, C.S.C., will preside. If you plan to attend the Mass, RSVP to Bracke.4@nd.edu.

Einstein's Bagels opened in the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore on Monday, Nov. 10 replacing the former Irish Ink. They will be open at 8:00 a.m. daily.

Events

Wednesday, November 12, Faculty Meeting at 12:30PM in Room 2130.

Friday, November 14, The Notre Dame London Law Centre is hosting a scholars roundtable event spearheaded by Bruce Huber. The event, titled “Valuation, Institutions, and Environment: Global Perspectives,” will feature works-in-progress on the topic of pricing in environmental law. Prominent legal scholars from North America, Europe, and the United Kingdom have been invited to share and comment on ongoing research.

On Friday, the NDLA Board will be meeting throughout the day.

Friday, November 14, Notre Dame Law Review Symposium is going on from 8:00 – 5:00 in the McCartan Courtroom. “The Treaty Power After Bond v. United States: Interpretive and Constitutional Constraints.” Numerous legal scholars are visiting and participating in panels. Keynote Address by Mr. Paul D. Clement, partner at Bancroft PLLC in Washington, D.C., and former Solicitor General of the United States.

On Friday 11/14, at 12:30 p.m. in Eck 3130, Law and Economics Symposium: Keith N. Hylton (Boston University School of Law) and Fred S. McChesney (University of Miami School of Law) will each present a paper at the Law & Econ symposium on “Antitrust, Patent, and Innovation Economics.” At 12:30 p.m., Keith Hylton will present Competition and Innovation: A Framework for the Patent-Antitrust Conflict. Keith received his J.D. from Harvard and his Ph.D. in economics from MIT. At 1:30 p.m., Fred McChesney will present One Piece at a Time: Successive Monopoly and Tying in Antitrust Economics. Fred received his J.D. from Miami and his Ph.D. in
economics from UVA.


Monday, November 17, **ND Law & Economics Workshop** featuring Paul J. Heald (University of Illinois College of Law): “How Notice-and-Takedown Regimes Create Markets for Music on YouTube: An Empirical Study”. The workshop begins at 2:00 in Room 2130 and open to all NDLS.

Have a submission for *The NDLS Update*? Send an email by noon on Thursday for inclusion the following Tuesday, to libnews@nd.edu, or contact NDLS Update editors Susan Good or Jody Klontz. **Archived issues**